Department of Posts, India
O/o The Senior Postmaster Rohtak-124001

To

The Registrar
MDU Rohtak

No: CR/Misc/2015-16/ Dated at Rohtak the 03.06.2015

Sub: Regarding non receipt of mail under proper seal & Stamp in various branches of MDU Rohtak

R/Sir

It has been reported by the concerned area postmen delivering mail in MDU Rohtak that they are not properly attended /behaved in the mail receipt sections of various branches in MDU Rohtak. Nor the accountable mail is received under proper seal & Stamp of the office as required under rules. Such instance is taken as negligence at the part of our Department especially in Court Cases. It is therefore requested to issue necessary instructions to the concerned staff working in receipt sections of MDU Rohtak that our postman should have direct entry in the mail receipt sections and all the accountable mail should be received under proper seal & stamp of the office with clear signatures of the authorized person.

An immediate action is requested please.